Three-Dimensional Photography Installation
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Erin O’Callaghan

Perspective Corrections
Ian de Gruchy

I started my practice of projection twenty-ﬁve years ago, working with club and
gallery spaces and theatre performances as a way to present my artwork. In the
early days I was experimenting with image, ideas, content and technology to do
with projection. I was interested in twisting the process of projection itself, playing
with the distortions that the projected image made possible and the potentials
of scattering projections around and through a space. The work I am doing now
uses those same techniques, but turns it on itself, in order to understand what this
notion of distortion is, and somehow reinvent it.
I have moved from the idea of scatter and distortion to the idea of very deliberate
control of image and perspectives and have got to the point where I am building my
own cameras and using different digital technologies so that I may document what
the potential distortions of the projections might be and then ﬁt them back into a
process of understanding space.
When I ﬁrst began to work on public projections I understood how to vaguely
project things into walls, but the unpredictability of how these things actually
operate started to annoy me. So I realised I had to begin to plot the entire site and
once that plot was done then I would have a rough idea of what that projection was
going to do on whatever I was projecting upon.
Eventually I built a camera which I call a cine projector camera, a camera obscura.
What I can do now is take the lens that I think is going to be appropriate for the
job and put it on this camera and position the camera in what I think is roughly the
best place to put the projectors and take a picture so that I have a perfect rendering
of whatever the projection is going to do on the building. I can then take the picture
into my computer and rework the perspectives according to a grid and distort the
proposed projected images to exactly the angle of the projection. What it means is
that I can now take on just about any space and resolve the ideas exactly into
the building.
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His Majesty’s Theatre Projection Ian De Gruchy

The development of this process led me on to working with Barbara Kruger
on a series of projects that have been done all over the world in a number of
architectural conﬁgurations and using from nine projectors to twenty projectors.
These projects involved the calculation of perspective distortion, how to get the
projectors into the ceiling and out of the gallery space and programming the work
so that it acted like a clock and didn’t have to be turned on and off and reset,
as the works would sometimes run for two months. What interested me was
the complete sense of the installation, architecturally wrapping the entire space
including the ﬂoor, how three projected images would make up one image on a
wall and how the projections could be negotiated around the building’s columns.
Recently I installed projections at three sites simultaneously for the Perth Festival:
at Barrack Arch at the top of King Georges Terrace, at His Majesty’s Theatre and
at the Duxton Hotel. Public building projects such as these offer the opportunity
to play with site and memory. The terrace had been entirely stripped of historical
buildings so the projection became the opportunity to put one back into it. With
His Majesty’s Theatre, which had had its original verandahs removed, I used
four projectors on angles from the awnings of buildings across the road which
worked together to ﬁt the original façade verandah detail back onto the building.
The Duxton Hotel offered the opportunity to create a sixty-metre-tall, twenty-eight
image show based on the theme of migration.
I like the idea of taking on the side of the building and creating a new façade out
of it. With these new techniques it means that instead of it being a happenstance
notion of projection onto the buildings surface I can actually start to sculpt the
projected images into the building’s fabric and history.

Barrack Arch Projection Ian De Gruchy
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His Majesty’s Theatre Projection Ian De Gruchy
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Duxton Hotel Projection Ian De Gruchy

The Video Effect
Sonia Leber and Ramesh Ayyar

How does video technology inﬂuence how we see, hear and imagine architecture
and the built environment? Until recently, the ease of mechanical reproduction
in photography made it a key tool in representing architecture and the built
environment. Within a suspended moment, architecture was frozen as a balanced
composition: ﬁxed, static and silent.

Photo: Amber Stewart
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Video’s gift to the architect is the gift of articulating time. Space can be shown
to change; it can be rendered as ﬂux in a series of changing relationships. We
can examine the qualities of a space: the similarities and the disjunctions, the
proximities and distances, the calm and the vertiginous. Space can be revealed as
a multiplicity of unfolding journeys; a series of performed architectural events that
invite us to enter.
With video, the sound environment is made audible. Soundscapes reveal the
changing acoustic qualities of a space, registering changes in volumes, surfaces
and materials. Other sounds, real or imagined, start to emerge from in situ or
outside recordings.
Editing further complicates the mix. Sounds and images – at ﬁrst observational and
phenomenological – can be fragmented and re-conﬁgured into the analytical, the
cultural and the imaginary. Essays can be constructed in image and sound, without
recourse to language.

The Video Effect: Marsella Christine, Romy Handley, Meyliza Kotama, Michael Gadise,

78 Mel Pimolsook, Djena Cero, Alissa Caplan, Toby Dodson and Debbie Minter

Video allows some spaces to materialise as a series of disjunctive fragments, in a
montage of changing perspectives. Other spaces are able to reveal themselves more
slowly as tableaux vivants. In these spaces of contemplation, the restrained, minute
occurrences captured on video take on great signiﬁcance.
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The Video Effect: Solédad Herrera, Jakob Lange and Joanne Morris

The works produced by RMIT Interior Design students for the exhibition at the BUS
gallery as part of the Sensoria Festival, recognised that video is more than a tool of
representation. Video inﬂuences our spatial acuity, affecting both how we remember and
design the built environment. The more ephemeral of experiences – the play of light in a
stairwell, a wall of shimmering reﬂections – can be captured and explored.
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The Video Effect: Millie Cattlin, Joh Kelly and Amber Stewart

Manifest
Christopher Kaltenbach and Ross McLeod

As the centrepiece for the Sensoria conference, Christopher Kaltenbach and
Erin O’Callaghan led a team of students from the RMIT Interior Design program,
working together with local and international artists and designers to create the
sensorial event, Manifest. For one evening only, the pristine gallery spaces of
the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art were transformed into a carnivale of
sensuous experiences.
The event was developed as a series of spatial conditions that not only sought to
challenge our understanding of sensory space but questioned the role designers
play in addressing political and social issues. The evening’s spatial and sensorial
events were generated by a set of ideas which considered the issues of childhood
and the loss of innocence, refugees, population density, cultural interaction
and identity.
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Manifest Event, Australian Centre for Contemporary Art

Foyer Space, Manifest Event, Australian Centre for Contemporary Art

As you entered the foyer you were tempted by a range of gastronomic oddities
prepared by chef George Caloumbaris. His approach to food takes on notions and
tastes from childhood to produce delicacies that are both familiar and confronting.
His cooking experiments with ingredients and ideas, in order to challenge the
perception of ‘culinary correctness’. Using his ‘molecular gastronomy’ technique
Caloumbaris juxtaposes sweet and salty, hot and cold, aroma and texture within
extraordinary presentations which make us aware of the boundaries and potentials
of our sense of taste.
Working in front of the crowd as a live performance the chef offered a number
of sample dishes which were produced through the unusual blending of jellies,
binding and freezing techniques and carbonate processes. The offerings included
frozen lemon and salt lollypops, peanut butter and jam chocolate bars, spoons of
gin and tonic jelly with champagne foam and delicate meringues cooked by freezing
in liquid nitrogen. This was food beyond sustenance, it was food presented as
experience, as design, as art.
In the far corner of the foyer a platoon of trained barmen served a variety of 42
Below Feijoa Vodka cocktails mixed with fresh cucumber and Chi Herbal mineral
water. The bar area was illuminated by the Zumtobel Staff Active Light wall system,
which emitted a uniform glow of continuous blends of colour throughout
the evening.
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Gallery One, Manifest Event, Australian Centre for Contemporary Art

Moving from the foyer space into the ﬁrst of the four galleries the viewer was
confronted with a ﬂotilla of helium-ﬁlled red lifesavers ﬂoating within a deeply hued
dark blue haze. The balloons, made by Christopher Langton and Peter Knights,
were tethered to concrete tiles designed by Mijeong Lee which had been subtly
printed with the faces of babies, seemingly staring up at the ﬂoating lifesavers
through the lighting effects created by Daniel Zika. The seams of these concrete
lily pads as well as the perimeter of the gallery were embedded with lengths of
red ﬂexi-light which intensiﬁed and deﬁned the installation’s presence in the room.
The concept of the room was concerned with how Australia deals with refugee
children. The ghostly images of the babies and the surreal movements of the
balloons in the blue environment meant to create a strong metaphor of the Child
Overboard Scandal.
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In the middle space one was immersed in a video projection and sound scape
that reacted to the presence of people in the room. In response to the City of
Melbourne’s 2030 plan for dealing with the effects of a drastically increased
population within Melbourne’s central urban districts, the space attempted to
demonstrate how density could bring calming effects to an environment. When the
room ﬁlled with people the projected imagery and ambient sounds became slower
and quieter. As the room emptied the imagery would become faster and the
sound louder.
To assist in achieving the respondent environment controlled by the continuous
ﬂows of visitors Jeremy Yuille and Gregory More worked with Soledad Herrara in
generating a montage of sounds and images as well as developing an application
for the motion sensors. Andre Ebella from the Tokyo ofﬁce of Belgium sensor
company BEA coordinated the sponsorship of the motion sensors. These were
used to activate the decrease or increase of media into the room.

Gallery Two, Manifest Event, Australian Centre for Contemporary Art
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Gallery Three,
Manifest Event,
Australian Centre
for Contemporary Art

In the corner gallery a stack of laser cut plywood sheets were
piled high in the middle of the room. Amidst the backdrop of
music by DJ Dom a.k.a. Goldﬁnger and a wash of pink light
by Daniel Zika the audience were encouraged to pull down
a sheet of plywood and assemble a stool to sit on. As the
evening wore on over 200 people had gathered in this meeting
space and many interactions and structures were built in
the room.
The Zaishu stools were developed by designer Matthew Butler
who, with students Kate Jackson and Jenny Ford, worked on
developing a range of furniture for the event. Butler devised
a design that would utilise an inexpensive material and be
easily manufactured, as well as be a signiﬁcant solution for the
need of simple portable furniture that recycles material. The
ﬁve-piece ﬂat pack seat/table/box is made from non-precious
plywood salvaged from construction sites, which is then
painted and laser cut with the chair’s pattern.
The painting project was art directed and curated by Andrew
Mac of Citylights and the project involved twenty-ﬁve street
artists who in one weekend in a laneway in Melbourne
stencilled an array of images, prints and motifs onto the
plywood, transporting the language of the city wall to an
intimate piece of furniture in a gallery space.
Since the Manifest event, Matthew Butler has taken the
project to Japan, Seoul, Milan, Sydney, Melbourne and
Stockholm, and in 2006 will work with artists in India, Berlin,
Sweden and New Zealand. The Zaishu project has evolved
into a vibrant platform for cultural exchange, community
strengthening and economic sustenance.
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City Lights artists included Amac, Bleek,
David Campbell, Dens, Dlux, E3, Micheal
Fikaris, Tom Gerrard, HaHa, Ash Keating,
LTMP, Kiernan Mangan, Monkey, Aaron
O’Donnel, Pandarosa, Phibs, Prism,
Reach, Reks, Rone, SRX and Vexta.

Gallery Four
Manifest Event
Australian Centre for Contemporary Art

The ﬁnal gallery was a surreal landscape of events.
As you entered the space Takeshi Ishiguros’ ﬂock
of white toy birds assailed you. Fastened by ﬁshing
line to the high ceiling of the gallery the birds were
powered by winding the tail of the toy, making its
wings ﬂap. Visitors were encouraged to engage with
these delicate toy birds and become involved in the
kinetic performance.
The Scanner Projector installation by Gregory More
graced the vast hall of the gallery. The animation
required a track device for moving the projector
along the thirty-one metre length of the gallery. The
combination of digital video camera and laptop was
self-propelled over a track placed on the ﬂoor against
the length of one of the walls. The video imagery
of the gallery fed into the camera in real time and
was immediately processed through a time delay
distortion ﬁlter developed by More. The resulting
effect was a compelling slow motion feedback
loop replaying and moving across the space. The
strange horizontal light cut across the space in
regular intervals. Silhouetted against the low pass
of the projector’s light Mi Kyong Lee’s beanbag
forms dotted the terrain, their irregularity in heights
providing people with different vantage points to
experience the room.
Dwarﬁng the doorway at the exit of the gallery space,
two giant crimson pillows, made by Christopher
Langton, nestled generously together. Inside this
glowing canyon groups of people gathered in
intimate huddles, the curvaceous forms and soft
light encouraged a friendly intimacy, providing a last
sensuous encounter.
Back in the foyer with a piece of experimental food
in one hand and a vodka cocktail in the other, the
conversation continued.
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Manifest Studio: Sebastian Agricol, James Carey, Sun-Young Cho, Elena
Critchley, Jenny Ford, Soledad Herrera, Kate Jackson, Raphael Kilpatrick, Mi
Kyung Kim, Peter Knights, Meijong Lee, Christine Lilley and Adam Paikos.

All photos courtesy of Christopher Kaltenbach and Manifest Studio

Melbourne Interiors
Roger Kemp

The Croft Institute, a small bar located at the end of one of Melbourne’s network
of laneways, was the late night venue at the Sensoria Festival for an exhibition of
projected video images, produced by RMIT Interior Design undergraduate students,
which captured the shifting qualities of particular interior spaces in Melbourne.
Static video footage projected onto screens located in the bar presented what at
ﬁrst seemed like a still image; however on further observation they gave a more
temporal representation of these spaces. Changes in lighting conditions and the
presence of occupants moving in and out of the frame gave these images a quality
of surveillance. The spaces documented included Melbourne City Watch House,
Windsor Station Café, Parliament House, the State Library of Victoria, the stage set
of television drama series ‘Stingers’ and the hairdressing salon Doctor Follicles and
thirty different living rooms in Melbourne.
The occupation and inhabitation of space was a central concern for these works.
Interior spaces are so often in a state of ﬂux – ever changing, mutating and
transforming. Their signiﬁcance is not based on static monumentalism but rather
on a lived and remembered presence. In this sense the event itself was seen as an
addition to the accretion of memories associated with the Croft Institute and the
images encountered on the night were reproduced as badges which visitors could
souvenir as part of the experience.
This event was one of a series of exhibitions of images and texts which have been
held in spaces around Melbourne over the past three years. This work sits under the
title of ‘Melbourne Interiors’, an ongoing research project conducted by students of
the Interior Design program at RMIT University.
The project seeks to select, collect and document interior spaces of Melbourne.
The nature of this collection reveals and develops new imaginings and
understandings of interior space, interior spaces that may be living, lived,
remembered or perhaps lost.
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Melbourne Interiors Badges
Croft Institute, Melbourne

Melbourne Interiors – Croft Institute:
Roger Kemp, Olivia Grifﬁth, Alicia Remnant, Millie Cattlin,
Alex Doughty, Amber Stewart, Ting Sun, Kate Willemsen,
98Sophie Whittakers

Materiamatics
Michael Trudgeon

‘The best way to predict the future is to invent it.’1
Societies need to plan for the future in order to survive. Those that have not have
perished. One is either made subservient by the future or part of its planning and
making. The following comments on materials are made in this light.
Ezio Manzini, the Italian architect and writer, tells us that in the age of plastic,
material certainty has vanished.2 Wood is not wood (it might be dust and glue),
stone is not stone (it might be glass and polyurethane). Materials are now what we
choose to make them. In the plastic age the designer is faced with designing the
materials as much as the objects, the space or the building constructed from the
material. The material’s performance, thermal properties, opacity and electrical
conductivity, and now informational conductivity are all designable, malleable and
changeable. You get to choose. While much of this research was originally restricted
to the car industry and military research, the effects are now widely apparent.
Given this ﬂuid set of options the materials we select or design can truly reﬂect our
intent. They are no longer guides or boundaries but vectors or agents of the design.
Following this assertion it could be claimed that the world of materials has two
sides, one an immanent (indwelling, inherent, permanently pervading the universe,
from the Latin manere, to remain), the other side, transcendent: materials in the
service of ideas. This second one sees the skin as both the starting point for the
experience and the possible communication of ideas (as the structure is either
incidental or just expedient) and of the greatest signiﬁcance.
The immanent is the world of structure and material presence; the other is a
world of signs, vectors and shape shifters, a world of information. Modernism
has been proposed as a kind of nude architecture or design, preoccupied with
the structural notions of materials and its simple meaning, divested of any
polychromatic membrane it might have had thrown over its body. My interest
lies in that membrane.
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Memory Screen Michael Trudgeon and David Poulton

To discuss materials in this light I will begin with a story of materialisation and
symbiosis: the story of the bureau. We think today of a bureau as a building or
department or agency occupying a building or perhaps more traditionally, a writing
desk with drawers. In modern usage the French origins of the word refer not in
fact to the desk but its green baize covering: an applied fabric skin. Prior to that
bureau referred to a particular cloth that was thrown over a desk to signify a site
for business transactions.3 A material used to circumscribe a territory or site as ﬁt
for a speciﬁc activity or ritual. While the earlier Roman origins of the word mean
bright red, the bureau has another ancestor. The rug or carpet set upon the ground
in Arabic cultures is to create an environment suitable for business, one that tells
others that a meeting is in progress and one that can be moved with the passage of
the day’s shadows to avoid the blistering direct sunlight. Here we have a material
that is magic. It appears immanent; a tightly woven cloth, yet it is something else
altogether: it is territory, the territory of ideas, culture and information.
In the early 1800s, the German architect and anthropologist, Gottfried Semper,
while studying the classical remains of ancient Greece, discovered that they were in
fact not originally monochromatic marble but painted in bright colours. For Semper
the material surface realises the architecture or the design. His model of design is
that of originating as an ornamental textile. In the search for authority the Italian
Renaissance architect Alberti placed the origin of architecture as being constructed
naked and later dressed with ornament, whereas Gottfried Semper transformed
this account into one in which architecture began with the placement of textile
ornament, followed by solid structure. Locating architecture as a textile art in which
seamed-together textile walls envelop and wrap to give spatial enclosure, Semper
suggests that architecture turns out to be nothing more than texture.4 Semper also
notes that the woven surface was ﬁrst conceived as a means to separate inner
life from outer and concerns the formal creation of the idea of space. That is, the
wall that secures spatial enclosure has nothing directly to do with space and the
division of space and that this conception of surface as abstraction precedes the
wall as physical entity.
This connection between material appearance and implicate order surfaces in
other concepts dating from antiquity. The Greek noun kosmos derives from the
verb which means to order, to arrange. Thus a kosmos is an orderly arrangement.
Moreover it is a beautiful arrangement. It is also the root of cosmetic, something
which beautiﬁes and is pleasant to look at. The cosmos is both elegant and orderly.
The signiﬁcance of surface is also embedded biologically. Vilayanur S
Ramachandran, Director of the Centre for the Brain and Cognition, University of
California, San Diego, tells us that vision in animals and humans evolved to defeat
camouﬂage. Our brains evolved in highly camouﬂaged environments. We have a
brain tuned to the unravelling and decoding of complex patterns and surfaces. For
us to survive predation and ﬁnd food the act of pattern recognition and deriving
meaning needs to be pleasing. Our orientation towards evaluating surfaces and
the signiﬁcance of material patterns has a biological origin.5 Materials then are
signiﬁcant in the role they play in contributing to the complexity and meaning we
are constantly searching for. Outlines and suggestions need to grab our attention if
we are to survive and reproduce.
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Hyper Lounge Inﬂatable Ceiling Detail

Michael Trudgeon and David Poulton

Returning to the rug, the act of design or architectural intervention is akin to the
drawing of a line in the sand. Territories are created by such gestures on either
side of that line. Their signiﬁcance may be perceptual, proprietorial, social or
organisational, demarcating signiﬁcant differences. How that line is understood,
elaborated on, processed, expanded and celebrated becomes part of the momentum
of the social context or event space that also creates the impetus for such actions
and sustains them.
For Raymond Lowey and the skin doctors of early American industrial design the
material boundary or surface was an expression of efﬁciency and optimism. It
presented a slippery simplicity, obfuscating the complex internal uncertainties of the
mechanical within.6 This opaqueness stands in strong contrast to the contemporary
trend to expose and dramatise these processes through the use of transparent and
translucent skins. While adding nothing to the users understanding of the machine
this dramatisation can be engaging and diverting. Transparency is a connection of
complexity and lucidity, creating dialectic between fact and allusion.
The notion of the surface as an expression of the material presence, a ﬁxed skin,
a stable and opaque signiﬁer by which the viewer recognises and knows the entity
or object has given us the model of the classical body. Communication technology,
medical imaging techniques, remote sensing and computer enhanced visualisations
give us the extended body, the body as data set, the enhanced body, the virtual
body, the immersed body and the lost body. This transformation and augmentation
in identifying and specifying objects, buildings and spaces has fuelled the pursuit of
process driven indeterminate boundaries and surfaces.
For the architect Cedric Price the idea of a building is pursued and understood as
a system of environmental control rather than as an enclosure or legible envelope.
The building or boundary is seen as performative, designed to catalyse and
accommodate change. The meaning or content of the space is expressed through
transaction, the process of information exchange.7
Here the building is signiﬁcant as a generator or ﬁlter. The surfaces are not passive
markers but dynamic ﬁelds that mediate or stimulate the ﬂow of information,
inviting experience. This fusion of material and information we might
call materiamatics.
Jeremy Rifkin,8 in The Age of Access, identiﬁes the rise of the experience economy
and a world informed by contingency and indeterminacy, a world not of truths but
scenarios and options. Within this protean reality the world is full of responsive,
shape shifting identities and personae, an entirely performative perspective.
Computer rendering packages have allowed designers and architects to celebrate
this desire for an indeterminate, diaphanous shimmering skin, offering, like the
dance of the seven veils, a glimpse of something unimaginably exquisite, something
forever shifting and changing; an enfolding plasma membrane.
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Red Hyper Lounge Michael Trudgeon and David Poulton

The idea of the blurred and porous boundary, somehow responsive, eliciting
intrigue while at the same time being inexpensive and easy to detail has been
preoccupying our studio. For a recent commission we developed nomadic and
reconﬁgurable semi-private media viewing pods or digital cinema capsules for
use in a public museum space dedicated to exhibitions of the moving image
in Melbourne. These screen lounge pods have been designed for use by small
groups of people to view video on demand, play computer games, surf the net and
produce their own content for viewing by others within the museum.
The pods were designed to respond spatially to the demands generated by the
burgeoning presence of digital space. The project seeks to explore or identify an
in-between space where people can interact with digital spaces and narratives. It
has seemed to us that the digital environment and the physical one are evolving
in a parallel yet strangely disconnected way. The interface in digital parlance is
understood as the Graphical User Interface, not the space the user must inhabit to
connect to the digital domain. We have sought to address the social, psychological,
physiological and haptic dimensions of this connection. We began with the
typology of the domestic lounge room and have enfolded elements of this into our
design, some translated into digital systems and sometimes used as envelopes to
accommodate digital systems and equipment. We have ﬁnished by contemplating
the domestic lounge room as a digital production facility, an information receiving
and information generating space. In hyper lounges you not only can watch and
interact with digital media you are also expected to produce digital material, be it
art, narrative or reﬂection. This material can be displayed within the pod, stored or
broadcast to a wider network.
In designing these spaces we were keen to emphasise the idea of the ﬂow of data
and energy through the building spaces, to create spaces that were not readily
determined immediately, with the intention of creating curiosity, with surfaces that
wrapped around the lounge spaces but did not isolate them. Drawing from the
vocabulary of video and ﬁlm production we wanted to design an exterior skin that
reﬂected this character, alluding to scanning, sampling and the jump cut, to create
a discontinuous and fragmented porous surface that suggested the voyeuristic and
participatory nature of television. We also saw this discontinuous nature as being
more generally reminiscent of the experience of the city.
This project has, for us, been a focus for the idea of linking information to material
space as well as virtual space. In seeking to link these we have created story telling
and story making spaces. It is our attempt to extend the possibilities of the rug, to
fold them into the magic carpet and the taxi, and to see where it takes us.
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Pod Entrance Michael Trudgeon and David Poulton

Hyper Lounge Pods, Australian Centre for the Moving Image Michael Trudgeon and David Poulton
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All photos by Peter Clarke and Michael Trudgeon
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